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General Considerations

• 80/20 – meeting the needs of the VP will meet the needs of the 80% other users
• Make this guy happy – your VP of research
Possible User Scenarios (5-10)

- Organizations
- Department / center head (connector/broker)
- Clinical users
- Reporters
- VP of Research
- Sponsor Research
- Junior investigator
- Donor
- Industry
Detailed User Scenario (No. 1)

What are the target users?
VP of Research (BI for their enterprise)

What are the users’ needs & priorities?
Trends in inter-disciplinary research areas that are critical to the University
Gap analysis-direction the University should go

Exactly what functionality is provided?
Trends over time:
Hires, students, grants/funding, collections, infrastructure, output (pubs and rate), Nobel prizes

Why is this valuable for individual researchers?
80/20 infracture to meet the needs of VP will benefit 80% of othor usres

Why does this improve science and/or technology dev.?
Increases adoption
Associated Challenges and Opportunities

• Risk of researchers being reported on
• Can’t call the department head anymore because the research is inter-disciplinary